Deep insights into the mode of ATP-binding mechanism in Zebrafish cyclin-dependent protein kinase-like 1 (zCDKL1): A molecular dynamics approach.
In eukaryotes, the serine/threonine kinases (STKs) belonging to cyclin-dependent protein kinases (CDKs) play significant role in control of cell division and curb transcription in response to several extra and intra-cellular signals indispensable for enzymatic activity. The zebrafish cyclin-dependent protein kinase-like 1 protein (zCDKL1) shares a high degree of sequence and structural similarity with mammalian orthologs and express in brain, ovary, testis, and low levels in other tissues. Regardless of its importance in the developmental process, the structure, function and mode of ATP recognition have not been investigated yet due to lack of experimental data. Henceforth, to gain atomistic insights in to the structural dynamics and mode of ATP binding, a series of computational techniques involving theoretical modeling, docking, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and MM/PBSA binding free energies were employed. The modeled bi-lobed zCDKL1 shares a high degree of secondary structure topology with human orthologs where ATP prefers to lie in the central cavity of the bi-lobed catalytic domain enclosed by strong hydrogen bonding, electrostatic and hydrophobic contacts. Long range MD simulation portrayed that catalytic domain of zCDKL1 to be highly rigid in nature as compared to the complex (zCDKL1-ATP) form. Comparative analysis with its orthologs revealed that conserved amino acids i.e., Ile10, Gly11, Glu12, Val18, Arg31, Phe80, Glu 130, Cys143 and Asp144 were crucial for ATP binding mechanism, which needs further investigation for legitimacy. MM/PBSA method revealed that van der Waals, electrostatic and polar solvation energy mostly contributes towards negative free energy. The implications of ATP binding mechanism inferred through these structural bioinformatics approaches will help in understanding the catalytic mechanisms of important STKs in eukaryotic system.